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In today's dynamic and fast-paced business landscape, effective

management of travel and expense processes is essential for organizations

striving to maintain operational efficiency and cost control. However, traditional

approaches to managing business travel and expenses often lead to

significant challenges, including cumbersome manual processes, frequent

policy violations, and a lack of real-time visibility into spending. 

45% 46% 19%

A survey by PayStream
Advisors found that 45% of
businesses state they lack
the visibility needed to
effectively control travel
and expense spending,
leading to poor financial
oversight and potential
budget overruns.

A survey by Certify revealed
that 46% of employees
reported delays in
reimbursement when using
manual expense reporting
systems, causing
frustration and financial
strain for employees.

Here are some statistics that highlight the pressing issues faced by companies:

The Aberdeen Group
reports that companies
using manual expense
reporting experience an
error rate of 19%,
resulting in incorrect
reimbursements and
increased
administrative burdens.



MANUAL PROCESSES REIMBURSEMENT DELAYS

LACK OF VISIBILITY DATA INACCURACY

POLICY COMPLIANCE ISSUES INEFFICIENT COMMUNICATION

LIMITED CONTROL MISSED COST-SAVING
OPPORTUNITIES

Without an automated system in place,
companies often rely on manual
processes for booking travel, submitting
expenses, and processing
reimbursements. This can be time-
consuming, error-prone, and inefficient,
leading to delays and frustration for
employees.

Manual expense submission and
reimbursement processes often lead to
delays in processing payments to
employees. This can impact morale, hinder
employee productivity, and create
administrative burdens for finance teams.

Manual processes make it difficult for
organizations to gain real-time visibility
into travel spending and expense
patterns. Without accurate data and
insights, decision-makers may struggle
to identify cost-saving opportunities,
track policy compliance, or make
informed strategic decisions.

Manual data entry increases the
likelihood of errors, duplicate entries,
and inconsistencies in expense
reporting. This can compromise the
accuracy of financial records and
reporting, leading to challenges in audit
compliance and financial transparency.

Without automated policy enforcement
mechanisms, employees may
inadvertently violate company travel
and expense policies, leading to
overspending, non-compliance, and
increased risk of fraud or misuse of
funds.

Without a centralized platform for
managing travel plans and expenses,
communication between employees, travel
agents, and finance teams may be
fragmented and inefficient. This can lead to
misunderstandings, missed deadlines, and
a lack of accountability.

Manual processes lack the control and
oversight needed to effectively manage
travel and expenses. This can result in
unauthorized bookings, excessive
spending, and difficulties in enforcing
approval workflows and spending limits.

Without access to comprehensive data
and analytics, organizations may struggle
to identify cost-saving opportunities,
negotiate favorable contracts with travel
suppliers, or optimize travel policies and
procedures to minimize expenses.

Common issues with 
Business Travel and Expense
Management include:



Features and Functionality of
the Solution
Managing business travel and expenses just got easier, thanks to
PolariseMe's innovative digital solution. Here are the standout
features that empower businesses to streamline travel logistics and
effortlessly track expenses:

Budget Monitoring:
Monitoring of travel budgets in real-time, providing alerts or
notifications when approaching or exceeding budget limits.

Expense Capture and Categorization: 
Ability to capture and categorize expenses incurred during travel,
including taking photos of receipts using the app for easy
documentation and reimbursement purposes.

Expense Report Generation:
Functionality to generate detailed expense reports automatically or
semi-automatically, compiling all expenses related to a particular
trip or time period.

Approval Workflows: 

Travel Booking Integration: 

Workflow management tools to facilitate the approval process for
expense reports, including notifications and routing to appropriate
managers.

Integration with travel booking platforms or direct booking
capabilities within the app to arrange flights, hotels, rental cars, etc.



Policy Compliance:
Automated checks to ensure that expenses adhere to company
policies and guidelines, flagging any violations for review.

Policy Education and Guidance:
Resources and guidance within the app to help users understand
and adhere to company travel and expense policies.

Data Analytics and Insights:
Reporting and analytics features to provide insights into travel
spending patterns, trends, and opportunities for cost-saving.

Currency Conversion:

Record Level Security:

Native Android and iOS Mobile Apps:

Built-in currency conversion tools to accurately reflect expenses
incurred in different currencies.

Record-level security incorporated to protect sensitive financial
data and ensure compliance with data protection regulations.

Native mobile apps allowing users to manage travel and
expenses on-the-go, submit reports from anywhere, and access
pertinent information.

Integration with Accounting Systems:
Seamless integration with accounting software or systems for
streamlined financial reporting and reconciliation.



1. Enhanced Operational
Productivity: 
Streamlines travel and expense tasks, reducing
manual effort and improving efficiency.

2. Policy Enforcement: 

3. Quicker Reimbursements: 

4. Better Financial Planning: 

5. Expense Tracking: 

6. Mobile Accessibility: 

Ensures all bookings and expense submissions
comply with company guidelines, reducing
overspending and non-compliance.

Automates processes to expedite the
reimbursement cycle, ensuring prompt and
accurate payments..

Provides detailed expense data and
analytics for identifying trends, optimizing
budgets, and allocating resources.

Captures receipts, categorizes expenses,
provides flexibility to extract receipt
amounts automatically using Artificial
Intelligence, and tracks spending in real-
time for accurate reporting.

Mobile app allows users to manage travel
and expenses on the go, enhancing
productivity and flexibility.

Discover the numerous benefits when you choose PolariseMe’s Business Travel and Expense
Management solution for your organization:

Benefits of the Solution
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